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Cayley Table for hS|Ri

Introduction
The concept of a finitely presented group is a topic which students do
not normally see until graduate school. Through contributions to the open
source computer algebra system Sage, I was able to accomplish my goal
of making finitely presented groups more accessible to undergraduate students. Implementing this goal required a series of smaller tasks, all building together to expand the original framework regarding this type of group
representation. I began my research by creating a catalogue of named
groups easily accessible to the user as finitely presented group objects,
along with a method to convert from a permutation group to an isomorphic group presentation.
Once I implemented the functionality for easily initializing specific group
presentations, I began working with operations involving these groups
such as direct product and semidirect product. Thanks to my contributions to the Sage source code, undergraduate algebra students can now
create the typical groups seen in their course work with a single command,
as well as manipulate and understand these groups using tools that are
similarly accessible to them.

An Explanation of Finitely Presented Groups

Consider a set S, consisting of arbitrary symbols. We can create combinations of these symbols and their inverses called words, and we can
define a process for reducing words into their most simplified state. For
example, if we let S = {a, b} then we can build words such as ab−1a2ba−1
and ab2a−1. We can reduce a word by removing symbols if they lie next to
their inverses. For example baa−1 reduces to b, a2b2b−1a to a2ba, and bb−1
to the empty word, denoted e. If we take the set of all of the words constructible by S that can not be reduced, and define an operation on this
new set to be word concatenation followed by further reduction, then we
have created the free group F on the generating set S. Such a group is
often denoted as FS .
It may come as no surprise that the FS we have just created is infinite, and
perhaps not very interesting. We can use a set of words called relations
to create a finite set from FS . Think of these relations as adding new criteria for the process of word reduction, in that relations now reduce to the
empty word. For example, if our set of relations is R = {a2, b3, a−1b−1ab},
then a3b8 gets reduced to ab2, a6b4a to ab, and a7b9 to a. The final relation in R ensures that the symbols a and b can commute in the reduction
process (a−1b−1ab = e =⇒ ab = ba). If we take the set of words in FS
that are fully reduced using the relations in R, with the same operation
of word concatenation followed by reduction, then we have built a finitely
presented group. Such groups are often defined in terms of generators
and relations, and the group we have just constructed would be denoted
as ha, b | a2, b3, a−1b−1abi.
For those with some knowledge of group theory, in creating the finitely
presented group hS|Ri we are actually creating a quotient group of the
free group FS . We create FS from the generating set S, then build the
subgroup generated by R. The quotient group FS /hRi is the finitely presented group from above. It is important to note that all groups have an
isomorphic group presentation.
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Coset Enumeration

Bellow is the Cayley table for the finitely presented group we have just
constructed. hS|Ri is a presentation for the direct product of two cyclic
groups, forming the cyclic group of order 6.
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GAP vs. Sage
Most of the algorithms needed for my project are implemented in GAP,
another computer algebra system which makes up a piece of the Sage
library. GAP is older than Sage and the general practice in the Sage
development community is to wrap existing GAP algorithms if they are
available, as opposed to a new implementation of a given algorithm. A
common approach I took to my research was accomplishing my desired
task in GAP, and then modifying the code to work within the Sage source.

Sample Code
Bellow are two examples of a direct product calculation for finitely presented groups, the left is done with GAP and the right with Sage.
gap> F := FreeGroup(1);
<free group on the generators [ f1 ]>
gap> C4 := F / [F.1ˆ4];
gap> C3 := F / [F.1ˆ3];
gap> C12 := DirectProduct([C3, C4]);
<fp group on the generators
[ f1, f2 ]>
gap> RelatorsOfFpGroup(C12);
[ f1ˆ3, f2ˆ4, f1ˆ-1*f2ˆ-1*f1*f2 ]

sage: G = FreeGroup()
sage: C4 = G / [G([1,1,1,1])]; C4
Finitely presented group < a | aˆ4 >
sage: C3 = G / [G([1,1,1])]; C3
Finitely presented group < a | aˆ3>
sage: C4.direct_product(C3)
Finitely presented group < a, b |
aˆ4, bˆ3, aˆ-1*bˆ-1*a*b >

Now, here is the source code for the sage direct product function from
above.

The canonical method for converting from a finitely presented group to a
permutation group is coset enumeration. This technique takes a group
presentation G and a subgroup H and enumerates through the cosets of
H on G, keeping track of the effect each generator has on the cosets.
The enumeration then gives us enough information to build a permutation
group representation of G/H. The original algorithm was described by
John Todd and Harold Coxeter in 1936, the framework of which remains
in use to this day.
Although it was not necessary to use this technique in the implementation
of my research, I did find it a valuable addition to the testing procedures
of some of my methods. Bellow is a GAP session in which I employ coset
enumeration.
gap> F := FreeGroup(1);
<free group on the generators [ f1 ]>
gap> C := F / [F.1ˆ6];
<fp group on the generators [ f1 ]>
Here we have initialized C6, the cyclic group of order 6, as a group presentation. We are going to enumerate over the cosets of the empty subgroup
on C6, in order to obtain a permutation representation.
gap> ctab := CosetTable(C, Subgroup(C, []));
[ [ 2, 4, 1, 6, 3, 5 ], [ 3, 1, 5, 2, 6, 4 ] ]
gap> List(ctab, PermList);
[ (1,2,4,6,5,3), (1,3,5,6,4,2) ]
Now, we have a permutation representation of the generator of C and its
inverse, lets call them a and a−1 respectively. The output from the GAP
coset table method tells us how a + H and a−1 + H respectively act to
permute the group of cosets H/G




123456
123456
315264
241635
From here, we can build the cyclic group of order six as the permutation group generated by (1, 2, 4, 6, 5, 3). While C6 is a simple example, this
method can be used to create a permutation representation for any finitely
presented group.

Conclusion and Acknowledgements

from sage.groups.free_group import FreeGroup, _lexi_gen
if not isinstance(H, FinitelyPresentedGroup):
raise TypeError("input must be a finitely presented group")
if reduced and not new_names:
raise ValueError("cannot reduce output and keep old variable names")
fp_product = libgap.DirectProduct([self.gap(), H.gap()])
GAP_gens = fp_product.FreeGeneratorsOfFpGroup()
if new_names:
name_itr = _lexi_gen() # Python generator for lexicographical variable names
gen_names = [name_itr.next() for i in GAP_gens]
else:
gen_names= [str(g) for g in self.gens()] + [str(g) for g in H.gens()]
# Build the direct product in Sage for better variable names
ret_F = FreeGroup(gen_names)
ret_rls = tuple([ret_F(rel_word.TietzeWordAbstractWord(GAP_gens).sage())
for rel_word in fp_product.RelatorsOfFpGroup()])
ret_fpg = FinitelyPresentedGroup(ret_F, ret_rls)
if reduced:
ret_fpg = ret_fpg.simplified()
return ret_fpg

My experiences this summer have already improved both my abilities and
confidence as a programmer and mathematician. Having my code be
reviewed and scrutinized by the members of the Sage development community was intimidating, but this pressure has lead me to develop professional coding practices and standards. However rewarding this project
has been as a learning experience, it has also given me a glimpse into the
professional realm of mathematics and computer science. This exposure
has given me new confidence and eagerness in my choice in becoming a
professional mathematician.
I would like to thank Rob Beezer for his guidance on this project and for
his time and effort in helping me become a Sage developer. I would also
like to thank Volker Braun, Jeroen Demeyer, and Travis Scrimshaw for reviewing my contributions to Sage, along with the entire Sage development
team.

Summer of Sage
Final Report
Davis Shurbert
September 18, 2013

This past summer I became a developer for Sage, an open source alternative to expensive
mathematics software such as Mathematica. Through hard work and frustration, I ended the
summer satisfied my work, while learning a handful of valuable skills along the way. Both in
preparation for, and during this research, I authored ten additions to the Sage source code
in the form of tickets viewable on the Sage developer trac. Some of these patches are simple
additions, the shortest consisting of changing a single line of code. However, each represents
a significant amount of time and effort because of development standards. During the course
of this project I learned valuable skills such as working with GAP as a stand alone system,
as well as in the context of Sage development. My style of coding has improved significantly,
as this was my first experience having my source code reviewed and critiqued by professional mathematicians and computer scientists, outside of a learning environment. Perhaps
the most significant contribution Sage development has had to my growth as a computer
scientist is that this was my first time working in the context of a truly large-scale software
project. This experience granted me a new level of comfort working with other people’s code
and using version control software. I was not simply writing code all summer, but more
becoming a part of the community that is the Sage development team.
I began preparation for this project long before the start of the summer. In these preceding months, I split time between adding some very simple functionality to Sage in order to
familiarize myself with the development process, and reading about finitely presented groups.
This initial preparation was vital to the success of my project, as it took significant time
before I became comfortable with the nuances of Sage infrastructure, working with version
control, and development guidelines for contributing to Sage. By the time summer came I
felt prepared to start the implementation stage of the project, but the learning curve stayed
more or less consistent throughout the summer.
Implementation began with a method to convert a permutation group to an isomorphic
1

finitely presented group. This initial exercise made it necessary for me to become comfortable working in GAP. I would open a GAP console session and accomplish this conversion
with the input and output as GAP objects. Alone, this was as simple as learning a new
programming language, but learning how to use GAP objects and functions within the Sage
source code was quite difficult. However, many of the conversion techniques I discovered in
writing this method could be used in other tasks, such as how to change variable names and
use Tietze lists to quickly convert from GAP to Sage objects. My conversion method went
through multiple drafts, but each attempt helped me learn the subtleties of working with
GAP in Sage.
Throughout the course of my research, I occasionally implemented a named or commonly
used group as an isomorphic presentation. Named groups were implemented as separate functions for each type of group (dihedral, cyclic, abelian, ect.), accepting enough input to define
a group up to isomorphism, and returning a finitely presented group object. This implementation required me to create my own piece of Sage infrastructure, instead of add functionality
to a pre-existing object. Accomplishing this goal required me to further familiarize myself
with the way Sage uses separate modules to create a larger piece of software and how these
modules interact.
Midway through the summer, I attended a Sage conference at the University of Washington for five days of intensive coding. These five days were invaluable to both my summer
project and my perspective of the professional realm of computer science and mathematics.
Before the conference, I had been familiarizing myself with Sage development, culture, and
infrastructure, but I learned more about these aspects of Sage during this five-day conference
than the months leading up to it. For example, on the first day I attended the conference
the senior developers had a discussion about a potential Sage book deal. This talk opened
my eyes to considerations such as maintainability of the text, the cost to readers, and the
ability to freely share your work, potential profit (not necessarily personal), and the prestige
of being published by Springer versus an open source license. Other talks similarly allowed
me perspectives I would not normally see, such as teachers discussing how to use Sage in
the classroom, or how to improve the reliability of Sage servers. Essentially, this conference
showed me the full scope of using Sage as well as building and maintaining it, revealing how
naı̈ve I was in my previous perspective.
On top of learning about Sage I had the opportunity to mingle with professional mathematicians outside of my own university, another first experience for me. From conversations
and observations I could picture myself as a professional mathematician with greater clarity
than before, as well as realize what specific kinds of difficulties I may come to face in the
professional realm. I thoroughly enjoyed every part of my summer research project, but
2

these five days left the greatest impression on me because of this exposure.
While I started my work with the focus of making finitely presented groups more accessible to the user, I eventually expanded this focus to the task of adding operations for
finitely presented group objects. This type of functionality represents the second half of
my implementation process. Starting with a direct product method for finitely presented
groups, I found myself having to use libGAP in a more sophisticated way. I had previously
been treating libGAP as a black box in that I did not care about the inner workings as
long as I got my results, as well as disregarding the difference between the old GAP interface and libGAP. After becoming comfortable with the libGAP interface, I had a handful of
techniques for GAP to Sage conversion with libGAP being the most powerful in general. I
had now tried passing strings back and forth between the two systems, using various built
in wrapper functions for group objects, using libGAP, and passing Tietze lists to Sage to
create new finitely presented groups. These options became valuable tools for the remainder
of my work, and contributed to my GAP proficiency as the summer progressed.
My experiences this summer have greatly improved both my abilities and confidence as a
programmer and mathematician. Having my code reviewed and scrutinized by the programmers in the Sage development community was nerve-racking at first, but having my changes
merged into the Sage source is a real confidence boosting experience. However rewarding
this project has been as a learning experience, it has also given me a feel for the professional
realm of mathematics and computer science. This exposure has given me new confidence
and eagerness in my choice to become a professional mathematician.
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Groups — Sage Constructions v5.12.beta5
C3

C3

ģA
ģA

[24,1]

C8

sage: C3 = CyclicPermutationGroup(3)
sage: alpha = PermutationGroupMorphism(C3,C3,[C3.gen().inverse()])
sage: phi = [[(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8)],[alpha]]

[24,8]

D4

sage: C3 = CyclicPermutationGroup(3)
sage: alpha1 = PermutationGroupMorphism(C3,C3,[C3.gen().inverse()])
sage: alpha2 = PermutationGroupMorphism(C3,C3,[C3.gen()])
sage: phi = [[(1,2,3,4),(1,3)],[alpha1,alpha2]]

25

C 25

[25,1]

25
26
26
27
27
27
27

C5 × C5

[25,2]
[26,2]
[26,1]
[27,1]
[27,2]
[27,5]
[27,4]

27

C 26
D13
C 27
C9 × C3
C3 × C3 × C3

Split Metacyclic
Group of order 3 3
(C 3 × C 3 )

28
28
28
28

C 28

29
30
30
30
30
31

C 29

ģA

sage: G = SplitMetacyclicGroup(3,3)

[27,3]

C3

sage: C3 = CyclicPermutationGroup(3)
sage: A = direct_product_permgroups([C3,C3])
sage: alpha = PermutationGroupMorphism(A,A,[A.gens()[0]*A.gens()[1].inverse(),A.gens()[1]])
sage: phi = [[(1,2,3)],[alpha]]

[28,2]
[28,4]
[28,3]
[28,1]

C 14 × C 2
D14

(DiCyclic
Group of order 28)
Q14

[29,1]
[30,4]
[30,3]
[30,2]
[30,1]
[31,1]

C 30
D15
D5 × C 3
D3 × C 5
C 31

Table By Kevin Halasz

Construction instructions for every finitely presented group of order 15 or less.
Sage has the capability to easily construct every group of order 15 or less as a finitely presented group. We will begin with some discussion
on creating finitely generated abelian groups, as well as direct and semidirect products of finitely presented groups.
All finitely generated abelian groups can be created using the groups.presentation.FGAbelian(ls) command, where ls is a list of non-negative
integers which gets reduced to invariants defining the group to be returned. For example, to construct C 4 × C 2 × C 2 × C 2 we can simply
use
sage: A = groups.presentation.FGAbelian([4,2,2,2])

The output for a given group is the same regardless of the input list of integers. The following example yeilds identical presentations for the
cyclic group of order 30.
sage: A = groups.presentation.FGAbelian([2,3,5])
sage: B = groups.presentation.FGAbelian([30])

If Gand

Hare

finitely presented groups, we can use the following code to create the direct product of Gand H, G

× H

.

sage: D = G.direct_product(H)

Suppose there exists a homomorphism A from a group G to the automorphism group of a group H . Define the semidirect product of G with H
A

via A, as the Cartesian product of G and H , with the operation (g 1 , h 1 )(g 2 , h 2 ) = (g 1 g 2 , h 1 h 2 ) where x y notation is simply shorthand for
y(x) , with y a map and x an input. To construct this product in Sage for two finitely presented groups, we must define A manually using a pair
of lists. The first list consists of generators of the group G, while the second list consists of images of the corresponding generators in the first
g

2
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list. These automorphisms are similarly defined as a pair of lists, generators in one and images in the other. As an example, we construct the
dihedral group of order 16 as a semidirect product of cyclic groups.
sage: C2 = groups.presentation.Cyclic(2)
sage: C8 = groups.presentation.Cyclic(8)
sage: hom = (C2.gens(), [ ([C8([1])], [C8([-1])]) ])
sage: D = C2.semidirect_product(C8, hom)

The following table shows the groups of order 15 or less, and how to construct them in Sage. Repeated commands have been omitted but
instead are described by the following exmples.
The cyclic group of order n can be crated with a single command.
sage: C = groups.presentation.Cyclic(n)

Similarly for the dihedral group of order 2n .
sage: D = groups.presentation.Dihedral(n)

This table was modeled after the preceding table created by Kevin Halasz.
Order Group Description
1
The Trivial Group

Command(s)

GAP ID
[1,1]

sage: G = groups.presentation.Symmetric(1)

2

[2,1]

C2

sage: G = groups.presentation.Symmetric(2)

3

[3,1]

C3

sage: G = groups.presentation.Cyclic(3)

4
4

[4,1]
[4,2]

C4
C2 × C2

sage: G = groups.presentation.Klein()

5
6
6

[5,1]
[6,2]
[6,1]

C5
C6
S3

(Symmetric Group on 3 letters)
sage: G = groups.presentation.Symmetric(3)

7
8
8

[7,1]
[8,1]
[8,2]

C7
C8
C4 × C2

sage: G = groups.presentation.FGAbelian([4,2])

8

[8,5]

C2 × C2 × C2

sage: G = groups.presentation.FGAbelian([2,2,2])

8

[8,3]

D4

sage: G = groups.presentation.Dihedral(4)

8

The Quaternion Group (Q)

[8,4]
sage: G = groups.presentation.Quaternion()

9
9
10
10
11
12
12
12
12

[9,1]
[9,2]
[10,2]
[10,1]
[11,1]
[12,2]
[12,5]
[12,4]
[12,3]

C9
C3 × C3
C 10
D5
C 11
C 12
C6 × C2
D6
A4

(Alternating Group on 4 letters)
sage: G = groups.presentation.Alternating(4)

12

Q6

(DiCyclic group of order 12)

[12,1]
sage: G = groups.presentation.DiCyclic(3)
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13
14
14
15
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C 13
C 14
D7
C 15

[13,1]
[14,2]
[14,1]
[15,1]

Fp group constructions by Davis Shurbert.
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